CARDENAL MENDOZA NON PLUS ULTRA BRANDY
MSRP: $990.00 | ABV: 40%
Tasting Notes: This limited reserve gave birth to the Non Plus
Ultra, an inimitable brandy, with an average of 50 years, of dark
mahogany colors, sleek and exciting. The aromas, of clean
distinction, offer hints of raisins and plums and are reminiscent
of old Oloroso sherry. It’s dry and delicate on the palate, the
subtle, persistent and velvety flavors have nutmeg and dried
orange aftertastes.
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DON PAPA
7 YEAR OLD RUM

PLANTATION XAYMACA
SPECIAL DRY RUM

MSRP: $39.99 I ABV: 40%
This spirit is the first small-batch
premium rum from the Philippines.
Don Papa’s complexity and highquality craftsmanship yields a
superbly finished product, appealing
to both novice and experienced
rum drinkers as well as other brown
spirits aficionados.

MSRP: $24.99 I ABV: 43%
A signature blend originating
from Jamaica. The nose is
slightly smoky with fruity,
herbal, and sour notes, followed
by vanilla and cooked banana.
The palate is dry with a floral
and fruity profile.
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INFUSE SPIRITS
CASK STRENGTH BROKEN
BARREL BOURBON
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MSRP: $30 I ABV: 47.6%
A unique blend of corn, rye, and
barley that makes it perfectly
balanced to infuse. The Cask
Strength is a rich, complex, and
layered bourbon.
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COOPERS’ CRAFT KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT BOURBON
WHISKEY
COOPERS’ CRAFT BARREL
RESERVE
MSRP: $31 I ABV: 50%
Coopers’ Craft Barrel Reserve is aged
in a unique chiseled and charred
American White Oak barrel. This
allows the whiskey to interact more
deeply with the wood, creating a
robust and more complex flavor
profile. The taste is caramel and
cotton candy coat fresh apple, pear
and citrus fruit atop vanilla wafers
dusted with sharp cinnamon.

WHISTLEPIG 15 YEAR
STRAIGHT RYE WHISKEY
MSRP: $200 I ABV: 46%
Finished in Vermont oak—it’s a
layered and rich rye, dominated
by caramel, vanilla, and oak
with hints of allspice and burnt
orange. Loads of butterscotch
and baking spice with leather
and a hint of tobacco. This spirit
is ultra-rich, warm, and inviting.
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